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Abstract- In security critical system, keeping a property of 
system behaviors secret from an observer (or adversary, who has 
a partial observation of any executed behavior) is crucial. This 
paper proposes two notions of secrecy for stochastic discrete 
event systems. The notion of ST-Secrecy requires the set of 
system traces, that reveals the secret to an observer, occurs with 
probability smaller than T. A stronger notion of Increasing
S-Secrecy captures system requirement that the secrecy level 
become increasingly tighter as the system evolves for longer 
periods. Algorithms for verifying both notions are provided. An 
illustrative example is examined to demonstrate the proposed 
notions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Various aspects of secrecy have been explored in literature. 
References [1], [2], [3] defined the non-interference for 
input-output systems as a property in which the outputs 
that are observable to an adversary should not depend on 
any secret input so that the adversary does not deduce 
anything about the secret input by observing the output. 
Non-interference is a logical notion that is either satisfied 
or violated, and as such it does not allow the quantification 
of the degree to which a system may violate the property. 
To circumvent this limitation, the notion is enriched for 
probabilistic systems for which the amount of interference 
can be quantified in terms of the amount of information 
leaked by a system to an observer, where the amount of infor
mation leaked is measured in terms of the loss of uncertainty 
about the inputs due to the observation of the outputs, i.e., 
the difference between the prior and posterior entropies of 
the inputs, and equals the mutual information between the 
inputs and the outputs [1]. While such a quantification of 
information leakage is satisfactory for long periods of system 
operation (since entropy measures uncertainty in an average 
sense), it is of limited use for systems in which an adversary 
makes a single observation. To address this situation, the 
average case measure of entropy was replaced by its best 
case measure, namely min-entropy in the definition of mutual 
information [3]. 
In general, a secret can be a property of a sequence of inputs, 
as opposed to just a single input, and this general situation 
has also been examined in the literature. For example in 
the setting of discrete event systems (DESs), the definition 
of secrecy examined in [4] requires that the execution of 
behaviors constituting a secret must not be revealed to an 
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observer by masking those behaviors through indistinguish
able behaviors that are non-secret, known as cover. This is 
indeed analogous to the notion of non-interference, which 
by virtue of being logical has the same limitation that it 
cannot quantify the degree to which a system is interfering 
(or leaks information). For probabilistic DESs, where each 
discrete transition is associated with a certain occurrence 
probability, more powerful notions of secrecy can be defined. 
For example, [5] used Jensen-Shannon divergence between 
the distributions of a secret versus its cover as a way to 
quantify the secrecy, which it measures as the divergence of 
two distributions over the set of feasible observations, one 
being the probabilities of secret behaviors and the other being 
the probabilities of the behaviors in the cover. While this is 
indeed an interesting way of quantifying the level of secrecy 
(see Section III for further discussions), computability of 
the Jensen-Shannon divergence was not reported: Only an 
approximation algorithm for upper bounding was provided 
in [5]. Another attempt to generalize secrecy from logical 
to stochastic DESs includes [6], where, alike the setting 
of mutual information based characterization of information 
leakage, the authors consider the difference between the prior 
and posterior distributions of the secret states, and require it 
to be upper bounded. The corresponding verification problem 
turns out to be undecidable. In another paper [7], the same 
authors proposed the notion of Step-Based Almost Current

State Opacity requiring the probability of revealing the secret 
must be upper bounded at each time step. While this notion 
is decidable, it is more stringent than the one we propose 
below, which bounds the probability of revealing the secret 
over the set of all behaviors, as opposed to for each step. 

In this paper we propose a new divergence based notion of 
secrecy, with the benefit that it remains computable. Our no
tion of Sr-Secrecy requires that the set of behaviors revealing 
the secret to an adversary, must occur with probability upper 
bounded by T. We show that Sr-Secrecy can be viewed as 
a generalization of the logical secrecy defined in [4], and 
that it is a variant of the divergence used in [5]. Further, 
it is desirable that as a system operates for longer and 
longer periods, it reveals lesser and lesser amount of secret, 
i.e., the probability of unambiguous traces that can reveal 
the secret becomes increasingly smaller. Accordingly, we 
introduce a stronger notion, namely, increasingly stochastic

secret, or loS-Secret to capture this additional property of 
system becoming progressively secret. Decidable algorithms 
for computing the aforementioned divergence as well as for 
verifying Sr-Secrecy and I-S-Secrecy are also provided. The 
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concepts and the algorithms are illustrated through a simple 
vehicle tracking application. 

II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 

For an event set �, define � := � U {E}, where E denotes 
"no-event". The set of all finite length event sequences over 
�, including E is denoted as �*, and �+ := �* - {E}. A 
trace is a member of �* and a language is a subset of �*. 
Use s :s; t to denote if s E �* is a prefix of t E �*, and 
lsi to denote the length of s or the number of events in 
s. For L <:;; �*, its prefix-closure is defined as pr(L) := 

{s E �* I :lt EL: s :s; t} and L is said to be prefix-closed 
(or simply closed) if pr( L) = L, i.e., whenever L contains 
a trace, it also contains all the prefixes of that trace. For 
s E �* and L <:;; �*, L\s := {t E �*Ist E L} denotes the 
set of traces in L after s. 

A stochastic DES can be modeled by a stochastic automa

ton G = (X,�, a, xo, Xm), where X is the set of states, 
Xm <:;; X is the set of marked states, � is the finite set of 
events, Xo E X is the initial state, and a : X X � X X ---+ 
[0,1] is the probability transition function [8], and \Ix E 
X, 2::O"EL: 2::x'EX a(x, CJ, x') = 1. G is non-stochastic if a : 
X x � x X ---+ {O, 1}, and a non-stochastic DES is determinis
tic if \Ix E X, CJ E �, 2::x'EX a(x, CJ, x') :s; 1. The transition 
probability function a can be generalized to a : X x �* x X 
in a natural way. Define the languages generated and marked 
by G as L(G) := {s E �* I :lx E X,a(xo,s,x) > O} 
and Lm(G) := {s E �* I :lx E Xm,a(xo,s,x) > O}, 
respectively. For a given G, a component C = (Xc, ac) of 
G is a "subgraph" of G, i.e., Xc <:;; X and \Ix, x' E Xc 
and CJ E �, ac(x, CJ, x') = a(x, CJ, x'), whenever the latter 
is defined. C is said to be a strongly connected component 

(SCC) or irreducible if \Ix, x' E Xc, :ls E �* such that 
ac(x, s, x') > O. A SCC C is said to be closed if for 
each x E XC, 2::O"E2:: 2::x'Exc ac(x, CJ, x') = 1. The states 
which belong to a closed SCC are recurrent states and the 
remaining states (that do not belong to any closed SCC) are 
transient states. Identifying the set of recurrent states can 
be done by the polynomial algorithm presented in [9]. The 
following is a useful property of a finite-state Markov chain, 
which states that as the number of transitions increases, the 
probability of the Markov chain being in a transient state 
approaches zero. 

Property 1 ([ 1 OJ): Let X be the state space of a finite
state Markov chain and X = XR U XT, where XR and XT 
denote the set of recurrent and transient states, respectively. 
Let x E X be an arbitrary state of the chain and t be any 
transition sequence starting from x. Then 

(\IT> O)(:ln E N) 
Pr(t : :lx' EXT, a(x, t, x') > 0, It I 2: n) < T. (1) 

Example 1: Fig. 1 is an example of a stochastic automaton 
G. The set of states is X = {O, 1, . . .  ,7} with initial state 
Xo = 0 and marked states Xm = {1, 3, 6, 7}, event set 
� = {a, b, c, d}. A state is depicted as a node, whereas 
a transition is depicted as an edge between its origin and 
termination states, with its event name and probability value 

Fig. 1. Stochastic automaton G. 

labeled on the edge. It can be seen that the marked language 
is Lm (G) = ab* d* U ab* cd+ U cab* cb* d* . • 

The events executed by a DES can be partially observed by 
an observer (i.e., an adversary). The limited observation ca
pability of an observer can be represented as an observation 
mask, M : � ---+ �, where � is the set of observed symbols 
and M (E) = E. An event CJ is unobservable if M (CJ) = E. The 
set of unobservable events is denoted as �uo and the set of 
observable events is then given by � - �uo. The observation 
mask can be generalized to M : 22::* ---+ 2Ll. * in a natural 
way. 

In [4], the logical secrecy for DESs was examined. Sup
pose K <:;; �* models some property of interest, then the 
subset Lm n K of marked traces is considered a secret, 
whereas the remaining marked traces in Lm - K can be 
viewed as its cover. Then the following definition of logical 
secrecy requires that each trace in the secret must be masked 
by an indistinguishable cover, and vice-versa: 

Definition 1: Given a DES G with marked language 
Lm (G) = Lm, a language K <:;; �*, and an observation 
mask M of an observer, (Lm, K) is said to be Secret if 
\Is ELm, 

• S E K =} (M-IM(s) nLm) - K i= 0, and 
• s tI. K =} (M-IM(s) nLm) nK i= 0. 

III. STOCHASTIC SECRECY OF DESs 

In this section we consider a generalization of the def
inition of logical secrecy presented in Section II to the 
stochastic setting so as to introduce a more flexible notion. 
The logical version is rigid in the sense that it is either 
satisfied or violated, and there is no way to assess the 
degree to which a system satisfies/violates the property of 
secrecy. To address this issue, the authors in [5] introduced 
a series of generalizations, each finer than its precursor, 
with the final one computing the divergence between the 
distribution of the behaviors in the secret versus their cover. 
As noted above, we can view traces in Lm n K play the 
role of the secret, whereas traces in Lm - K are treated 
as cover. When the system executes a trace s E Lm, its 
observation M (s) is received by an adversary, and based 
on this, it can compute the probabilities that the observation 
came from the secret versus its cover. Clearly, for perfect 
secrecy, the two probabilities must be equal, and this must 
hold for all observations, and in which case the divergence 
between the two distributions would be zero. But if the 
divergence is non-zero, it quantifies the degree to which the 
perfect secrecy is compromised. In certain applications, low 
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levels of compromise, as determined in terms of low levels 
of divergence may be acceptable. Thus, one may measure 
the degree or level with which secrecy is compromised 
by measuring the divergence between the two distributions 
defined over all observations, namely, the probabilities of the 
observation coming from the secret versus its cover. With 
this in mind, for each 0 E M(Lm), we define the two 
probabilities Ps (0) and Pc (0) , the probability of secret versus 
of cover given the observation 0, as below: 

Pc(o) 

Pr(s E Lm n K : M(s) = 0) 
Pr(Lm n K) 

Pr(s E Lm - K : M(s) = 0) 
Pr(Lm - K) 

(2) 

(3) 

Their weighted Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence DJs(Ps,Pc) 
with weight 0 :s; A :s; 1, is given by: 

Dfs(ps,Pc) .- AD(Ps,APs + (1 - A)Pc) 
+(1 - A)D(pc, APs + (1 - A)Pc), 

where D(PI, P2) denotes the relative-entropy between the 
distributions PI and P2 and is defined by, 

D(PI,P2):= L PI(O) )og2 (PI (
(:)

) ) . oEM(L=) P2 (4) 

It should be noted that while the relative-entropy is asym
metric, the JS divergence is symmetric (and was intro
duced for symmetrization). Authors in [5] proposed the use 
of the JS divergence DfS(ps,Pc) with the weight A = 

Pr(L=nK) ( \ _ Pr(L=-K) 
Pr(LmnK)+Pr(Lm -K) so 1 - /\ - Pr(LmnK)+Pr(Lm -K»)' 
where the weight is simply used for normalization, as a 
means to measure the level with which secrecy is compro
mised: When Ps = Pc, there is zero divergence and perfect 
secrecy; any non-zero divergence then measures the degree 
of deviation from the perfect secrecy; lower the divergence, 
lower the deviation, lower the compromise in secrecy, and 
higher the degree of secrecy. While the JS divergence is 
indeed a meaningful way of measuring the level of secrecy, 
a difficulty is that in general, JS divernce is hard to compute. 
In fact, [5] only provides a computation that yields an 
upper bound approximation to the JS divergence. In order 
to alleviate this computational difficulty, we propose a new 
type of divergence, one that replaces the "log2" function 
in the definition of JS divergence with another monotonic 

function, namely, an indicator function of a lower-bounded 
set (so the indicator value is 1 if and only if the argument 
exceeds the lower bound). We first define the probability 
of unambiguous traces in Lm, where the ambiguity for a 
trace in Lm n K is produced by an indistinguishable trace in 
Lm - K and vice-versa. Following which, we show that the 
probability of unambiguous traces in Lm is indeed a new 
type of divergence, obtained by doing the aforementioned 
replacement of )Og2 function by an indicator function. This 
establishes that the notion of degree of secrecy that we 
examine in this paper is in fact a type of divergence, and as 
we show as follows, the advantage of using this new notion 

is that it can be computed precisely in a decidable fashion. 
Define, 

Prunamb(Lm) := Pr{s E Lm : Pramb(S) = O}, (5) 

where Pr amb : Lm -+ [0, 1] is the probability of s being 
ambiguous, and for s E Lm - K (resp., s E Lm n K), 
Pr amb( s) is the probability of all indistinguishable traces in 
Lm n K (resp., Lm - K) conditioned by the fact that the 
ambiguity is only caused by indistinguishable traces that are 
also feasible in Lm, and is given by: 

P ( ) _ Pr(M 'M(s)nLm) (6) 
{ Pr(M-I M(s)nL=-K) if s E Lm n K 

'amb S - Pr(M-1 M(s)nL=nK) 
Pr(M IM(s)nLm) if s E Lm - K. 

Letting S := Pr(Lm n K) denote the probability of secrets 
and C := Pr(Lm - K) denote the probability of covers, we 
can rewrite equations (2) and (3) as: 

Pr (s E Lm n K : M (s) = 0) 
Pr(s E Lm - K : M(s) = 0) 

and so 

Pr(s E Lm : M(s) = 0) = SPs(o) + CPc(o). 
Then, { Cpc(M(s» 

Pr b(S) - SPs(M(s»)+CPc(M(s» am - SPs(M(s» 
Sps(M(s»)+Cpc(M(s» 

if s E Lm n K 
if s E Lm - K. 

Proposition 1: Given (Lm, K), Prunamb(Lm) is equal to 
the following variant of JS divergence up to a constant scale: 

DJs( ) .-.\ Ps,Pc AD(ps, APs + (1 - A)Pc) 
+(1 - A)D(pc, Aps + (1 - A)Pc), 

h A - Pr(LmnK) - S d D� 
f . 

w ere - Pr(L=nK)+Pr(L=-K) - S+C' an unctIOn 
is obtained by replacing the ")og2" function in (4) with an 
indicator function. 
Since Df S is same as Dis with log2 replaced by indicator 
function in (4), the probability of unambiguous marked 
traces, defined in (5), can be viewed as a type of divergence. 

Having defined a new notion of divergence, next we use 
it to define a new notion of secrecy: When the divergence, 
as measured in terms of probability of unambiguous traces, 
is smaller than 0 :s; T :s; 1, we say that the system is 
stochastically-secret with level T, denoted ST-Secrect. Further 
it is desirable that as the system operates for longer and 
longer duration, it becomes stronger and stronger in terms 
of level of secrecy, i.e., the probability of unambiguous 
traces becomes increasingly smaller. To capture this ad
ditional property, we introduce a stronger notion, namely, 
increasingly stochastic-secret, or /-S-Secret. 

Definition 2: Given a DES G with marked language 
Lm (G) = Lm, a language K <;;; �*, and an observation mask 
M of an observer, (Lm, K) is said to be stochastically-secret 
with level T, or simply ST-Secrect if 

Prunamb(Lm) = Pr(s E Lm : Pramb(S) = 0) < T. 

Further, (Lm, K) is said to be increasingly stochastic-secret, 
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or simply J-S-Secret if 'VT > 0, :3n E N, 
Pr(s E Lm : lsi � n, Pramb(S) = 0) < T, 

where Pr amb( s) is defined by (6). 
Remark J: By the definition of Pr amb( s) in (6), it is 

trivial to see that, 
• 'Vs E Lm n K, [(M-1 M(s) n Lm) - K =J 0] {o} 

[Pramb(S) > 0] , and 
• 'Vs E Lm - K, [(M-1 M(s) n Lm) n K =J 0] {o} 

[Pramb(S) > 0] . 
Therefore Definition 1 of logical secrecy requires the proba
bility of unambiguous traces to be zero, i.e., it is equivalent 
to So-Secrecy and hence is a special case of ST-Secrecy. 
It should further be noted that as the level T is reduced, 
the requirement becomes tighter (since the probability of 
unambiguous traces must now be smaller), and so ST-secrecy 
becomes stronger. In particular, So-secrecy is the strongest. 

IV. DIVERGENCE COMPUTATION AND SECRECY 

VERIFICATION 

In this section we first present an algorithm to compute the 
new notion of divergence that we introduced in Section III, 
namely, the probability of unambiguous traces in Lm. This 
can be used to determine the smallest parameter T with which 
a given system is ST-Secret. Then we provide an algorithmic 
test for verifying I-S-Secrecy. 

Let the stochastic automaton G = (X,�, a, xo, Xm) with 
marked language Lm (G) = Lm be the system model, and 
the deterministic automaton R = (Y,�, fJ, Yo, Ym) be a trim 

acceptor of the language K, i.e., Lm(R) = K and L(R) = 

pr(K). Then a refinement of G with respect to R, denoted 
GR, can be used to capture the property-satisfying/violating 
traces in form of the reach ability of certain marked states (see 
below) and is given by GR := (X x Y,�, "(, (xo, Yo), Xm x 

Y), where Y = YU {D}, and 'V(x, y), (x', y') E X x Y, CJ E 
�, "(( (x, y), CJ, (x', y')) = a(x, CJ, x') if the following holds: 

(y, y' E Y 1\ fJ(y, CJ, y') > 0) 
V(y = y' = D) V (y' = D 1\ L fJ(y, CJ, y) = 0), 

yEY 
and otherwise "(((x,y),CJ,(XI,y')) = O. Then it can be 
seen that the refined plant GR has the following proper
ties: (1) L(GR) = L(G) and Lm(GR) = Lm; (2) any 
property-satisfying trace in s E Lm n K transitions the 
refinement GR to a state that is marked in both coor
dinates, and any property-violating trace s E Lm - K 
transitions the refinement GR to a state marked in the 
first coordinate but not marked in its second coordinate; 
(3) for each s E L(G) = L(GR), LXEX a(xO,s,x) = 

L(x,Y)EX XY"(((xo,Yo),s, (x,y)), i.e., the occurrence prob
ability of each trace in GR is the same as that in G. 

Next we obtain a deterministic automaton M( GR) that 
accepts the masked traces M(L( GR)) as follows. Replace 
each (CJ,p) transition label in GR by M(CJ), and next 
determinize the resulting automaton to obtain M( GR) = 

(Z, 6., OM, Reach(c), Zm), where Z := 2X XY 
- {O}, Zm := 

{Z � X x YIZ n (Xm x Y) =J O}, and the function Reach : 

M(�*) --7 2X xY is defined as Reach(o) := {(x x y) E 
X x Y : :3s E M-l(o) n L(G),"(((xo,yo),s,(x,y)) > 
O}. Next we construct adeterministic automaton that ac
cepts all traces that are indistinguishable from system 
traces, M-IM(GR) := (Z,�,o�,Reach(c),Zm), where 
the transition function O� is defined as o�(z, CJ, Zl) = 

OM(Z, M(CJ), Zl) for each z, Zl E Z and CJ E �. We also 
add self-loops at each state on all unobservable events, i.e., 
o�(z, CJ, z) = 1 for each z E Z and CJ E �uo. 

To verify the secrecy properties, we construct a test
ing automaton T = GR X M-IM(GR) which pairs 
each system trace with runs of all indistinguishable traces, 
and is given by T = (X x Y x Z,�,o,{(XO,yo)} x 

Reach(c), Xm x Y X Zm). For each (x, y, z), (x', y', Zl) E T 
and CJ E�, o((x,y,z),CJ,(XI,yl,Z')) = ,,(((x,y),CJ,(XI,y')) 
if o�(z, CJ, Zl) > 0 and 0 otherwise. Define a state (x, y, z) 
of T as non-secret if x E Xm and 

• y E Ym =} 'V(XI,y') E Z,X' tf. Xm Vy' E Ym, or 
• y tf. Ym =} 'V(XI,y') E Z,X' tf. Xm Vy' tf. Ym. 

The set of non-secret states of T is denoted as NT; the re
maining states of T are secret, denoted as ST. The following 
proposition states that a marked trace is unambiguous (i.e., 
with zero probability of ambiguity) if and only if it can reach 
a non-secret state in T after the execution of s, and follows 
from the definition of Pramb(S) in (6) and the construction 
of T. 

Proposition 2: For any trace s ELm, Pramb(S) = 0 {o} 
:3v E NT, O( Vo, s, v) > 0, where Vo is the initial state of T. 

Example 2: For G shown in Fig. 1, suppose the ac
ceptor R is given in Fig. 2(a), i.e., K = Lm(R) = 

c(a*b*)*c(b*d*)*Uab*Uab*cd(d*b*)*. Suppose the observa
tion mask M for the observer is such that M (c) = c and for 
all other events CJ E {a, b, d}, M (CJ) = CJ. Then the refine
ment GR, automaton M-IM(GR) and testing automaton T 
are shown in Fig. 2(b)-(c), where Zo = {(O,O), (4, 4)}, Zl = 

{(5, 4), (6, 3), (1, 1), (2, 2)}, Z2 = {(3, 3), (7, D)}. T pos
sesses a non-secret state (1,1, zd, so following Proposition 
2, there exists s with Pramb(S) = O. Hence (Lm, K) is not 
So-Secret, and so not logically secret. • 

A. Computation of level T in ST-Secrecy 

The secrecy level T in the definition of ST-Secrecy 
equals the probability of unambiguous marked traces, 
Prunamb(Lm), and it can be computed by computing the 
probability of reach ability of non-secret states as a target set 
of states 10 the testing automaton T. In a trivial case where 
there are no non-secret states (NT = 0), then obviously 
Prunamb(Lm) = O. When NT =J 0, then Prunamb(Lm) 
equals to the probability of reaching NT, i.e., the probability 
of the set of traces that first hit NT. 

Define for each v = (x, y, z) E NT, 
Prunamb(V) := Pr(s E Lm : [o(vo, S, v) > 0] 

1\['Vu E pr(s) n Lm, Pramb(U) > 0] ), 

Then it follows that Prunamb(Lm) = LVENT Prunamb(V). 
To recursively compute Pr unamb( v), we define for each i E 
ST and j E NT, 
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(a,l),(b,l) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c, l) (b,l) (e,l) (d,l) (e,l) 
'M (a,l) £) (d,11 £) 

(e) 

(d) 

Fig. 2. (a) Acceptor R; (b) refinement GR; (e) automaton M-1 M(GR); 
(d) testing automaton T. 

p(i,j) := Pr(s E Lm : [J(i, s,j) > 0] 
I\[\lu < s, \lk E NT, J(i, u, k) = 0]), 

which is the probability of the set of traces that transition 
the testing automaton T from a secret state i to a non-secret 
state j, without visiting any other non-secret state in NT. 

Then it can be seen that for any i E ST and j E NT, the 
following recursion holds: p( i, j) = 2::kEST Sl( i, k )p(k, j) + 
Sl(i,j), where Sl(m,n) := 2::aE"EJ(m,CT,n),\lm,n E ST U 
NT, and the first right hand side (RHS) term corresponds to 
transitioning to a non-secret state in more than one steps 
while the second RHS term corresponds to transitioning 
in exactly one step. Then all the probabilities {p( i, j) Ii E 
ST, j E NT} can be found by solving the following matrix 
equation (see for example [11], [12] for a similar matrix 
equation): 

(7) 

where p is a ISTI x INTI matrix with the ijth element given 
by p(i,j), Sll is a ISTI x ISTI matrix formed by the entries 
{Sl(m, n)lm, n EST} and Sl2 is a ISTI x INTI matrix formed 
by the entries {Sl(m,n)lm E ST,n E NT}. 

Then it follows that Prunamb(V) =p(vo,v). Note that in 
the trivial case when Vo E NT, we have Prunamb(VO) = 1. 

Remark 2: To find p using Equation (7), we need to solve 
p = (I - Sld-ISl2. The complexity of matrix inverse is 
O(ISTj3) and the complexity of matrix multiplication is 
O(ISTI2 x INTI), and so overall complexity is O((ISTI2) x 

(ISTI + INTI)). Since the number of secret states ST and 

number of non-secret states NT is upper bounded by the 
number of states in T, which is O(IXI x IYI x 2IXlxIYI), 
the complexity of finding p using Equation (7) is bounded 
by O(IXI3 x 1Y13 x 2IXlxIYI). 

Example 3: For the testing automaton shown in Fig. 2, 
states can be indexed as Vo = (O,O,zo), VI = (4,4,zo), 
V2 = (5,4,zd, V3 = (6,3,ZI)' V4 = (l,l,zd, V5 = 
(2, 2, zd, V6 = (3,3, Z2) and V7 = (7, D, Z2). The set of 
non-secrete states is given as N(T) = {V3, V4}. Then the 
matrices Sll and Sl2 are given as: Sll (1,2) = 0.8, Sll (2,3) = 
1,Sll(3,3) = 0.3, Sll(4, 5) = 1,Sll(5,5) = 1,Sll(6,6) = 1 
and 0 for other entries of Sll; Sl2(1, 2) = 0.2, Sl2(3, 1) = 0.7 
and 0 for other entries of Sl2. By solving (7), we get: 
p(l,l) = 0.8, p(1, 2) = 0.2, p(2, 1) = 1, p(3, 1) = 1, 
and 0 for other entries of p. Hence, Prunamb(Lm) = 
2::vENTPrunamb(V) = 2::vENTP(vO,v) = 1, i.e., (Lm,K) 
is not Sr-Secret with any T � 1. • 
B. Verification of l-S-Secrecy 

Next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for verification of I-S-Secrecy. 

Theorem 1: Given a DES G with marked language 
Lm (G) = Lm, a language K <;;; �*, and an observation 
mask M of an observer, (Lm, K) is l-S-Secret if and only 
if RT n NT = 0, where RT is the set of recurrent states of 
testing automaton T. 

Proof (Sufficiency) If RT n NT = 0, then for any 
s ELm, Pr amb( s) = 0 implies that s transitions T to a 
transient state and so 

Pr(s E Lm : lsi � n, Pramb(S) = 0) 
� Pr(s E L :  lsi � n,:3v tj. RT,J(vo,s,v) > 0). (8) 

Combining (1) and (8) we have \IT > O,:3n E N, Pr(s E 
Lm : lsi::::: n, Pramb(S) = 0) < T. Therefore the system is 
l-S-Secret, and the sufficiency follows. 

(Necessity) When there exists an non-secret state V which 
is recurrent, let it be reached by the execution of trace s. 
Let C be the closed SCC that V belongs to, and 7fc be 
the stationary distribution of C. Let t E Lm \s be such 
that st steers C into its stationary distribution. Then all 
extensions of st, that transitions C back to state v, occurs 
with probability 7fc(v), i.e., Pr(u E Lm \st : J(vo, stu, v) > 
0) = 7fc(v). Also since v E NT, we have for any u E 
Lm\st, J(vo,stu,v) > 0 =} Pramb(stU) = O. Therefore 
for any n E N, Pr(s E Lm : lsi � n, Pramb(S) = 0) � 
Pr(st)Pr(u E Lm\st : J(vo,stu,v) > 0) = Pr(st)7fc(v). 
Therefore, by choosing T < Pr(st)7fc(v), one can conclude 
that the system is not J-S-Secret. • 

Remark 3: Note the testing automaton T = GR X 

M-1 M( G.�) has O(IXI x WI x 21xI x IYI) states an'" O(I� I x 
IXI) transltlons per state smce only the G part IS nonde-
terministic, whereas the complexity for identifying all the 
non-secret recurrent states in T is cubic in the number of 
states in T and linearly in the number of transitions in T, 
respectively [12]. So the complexity of checking I-S-Secrecy 
using Theorem 1 is O(IXI3 X 1Y13 x 21XlxlYI + I�I x IXI2 x 

IYI x 2IXlxIYI). 
Example 4: For the testing automaton shown in Fig. 2, 

N(T) = {(I, 1, Zl), (6,3, Zl)} and the set of recurrent states 
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Fig. 3. (a) 2-dimensional grid in which a vehicle can move; (b) automaton 
G modeling the vehicle kinematic and the sensor readings; (c) acceptor R. 

is given by RT = {(7,D,Z2), (3,3,Z2)}' Since N(T) n 
RT = 0, (Lm' K) is l-S-Secret. The same system is shown 
to be not ST-Secret for any T, however it turns out to be 
l-S-Secret, meaning that the longer the system operates, the 
stronger the system becomes in terms of the level of secrecy, 
and for any T > 0, there exists a length bound, beyond which 
the system is ST-Secret. • 

V. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

Consider a vehicle that can navigate among 4 cells as 
shown in Fig. 3(a), whose movements among cells may 
be tracked by an adversary using a set of sensors to infer 
whether the vehicle may have performed certain secret 
navigation. (The example is inspired from [l3], and modified 
to suit our setting.) Owing to the vehicle dynamics, transition 
among all cell pairs is not possible, and the model in Fig. 
3(b) shows the allowable transitions. While traversing from 
one cell to a next possible cell, the vehicle may pass within 
the range of either sensor a, generating event a, sensor 
b, generating event b, or no sensor, generating no event -
such transitions are labeled by u. These transitions, along 
with their event labels, and their occurrence probabilities are 
shown in Fig. 3(b). For example, from the initial cell, the 
vehicle can unobservably move to cell 1 with probability 
0.7, and with the remainder probability 0.3 to cell 2, either 
producing observation a with probability 0.1 or b with 
probability 0.2. Cell 0 is the initial cell (shown as node with 
an entering arrow) and cell 2 is the final cell (shown as 
marked node). The set of behaviors starting at the initial 
cell (cell 0), ending at final cell (cell 2), and visiting only 
these two cells one or more times is considered secret, that 
should be hidden from an adversary. Then the remaining 
behaviors act as a cover. Letting Lm denote the marked 
behaviors, and K denote the set of secrets, the acceptor G 
of Lm is shown in Fig. 3(b), and the acceptor R of K 
is obtained by restricting G to the left two states 0 and 
2, which is shown in Fig. 3(c). The testing automaton T, 
which consists of 36 states and 99 transitIOns, is omitted 
here for space considerations. In this example, the probability 

of unambiguous traces, Prunamb(Lm) = 0.3, and hence 
(Lm' K) is ST-Secret for any T > 0.3. It can also be verified 
that all the non-secret states of T are transient states

t
which 

satisfies the condition in Theorem 1. Therefore, ( m, K) 
satisfies the I-S-Secrecy property. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have studied the secrecy in stochastic 
discrete event systems. A new type of divergence based 
on the probability of unambiguous traces was introduced 
which alleviates the computational difficulty of the current 
divergence-based secrecy notion in literature. Algorithm for 
computing the proposed divergence was also presented, 
which employs the computation of the probability of reach
ing a target set of states. This yields the minimum level T 

with which a given system is ST-Secret. We also proposed 
a notion of I-S-Secrecy, which requires the divergence of 
the longer behaviors of the system to be upper bounded 
by tighter bounds. Checking the I-S-Secrecy was shown 
to be equivalent to checking a certain recurrence property 
of a testing automaton. Future work will consider stronger 
notion where traces with ambiguity below a tolerance level, 
that is not necessarily zero, will be counted towards secrecy 
violation. Finally, while the property of secrecy is needed 
to hide information, the dual property of diagnosability is 
needed to reveal defects. Examining the joint property of 
secrecy and diagnosability (see [12]) for systems will be 
another future direction. 
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